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EX/P3-20 . Investigation on Synergy of IBW' and LH1CD for Integrated High Performance Oper-
ation in HT-7 Tokamak

Baonian Wan, Institue of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei, China
Contact: bnwan~mail.ipp. ac. en

Abstract: Control of the current density profile has been realized with off-axis current drive by LUW in
the UT- 7 tokamnak predicted by a 2D FP code simulation and supported by measurements of a vertical
HX array. IBW is explored to improve performance through heating electrons in the selected region.
Strong synergy effect on driven current profile and increased driven efficiency was observed. Electron
temperature shows an ITB-like profile with a significantly improved performance. Operation of JEW
and LHCD synergetic discharges was optimized through moving the IBW resonant layer to maximize the
plasma performance and to avoid the MUDHI activities. A variety of high performance discharges indicated
by 3 N * H89 = 1 - 4 was produced for several tens energy confinement times. This operation mode utilizing
synergyv effect of IBW and LHCD provide a new way to obtain steady-state operation in advanced tokamnak
scenario.
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EX/P3-21 . Heating and Active Control of Profiles and Transport by IBW in the HT-7 Toakamak

Yanping Zhao, Institue of Plasma Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Hefei, China
Contact:. zhao-yp email. ipp. ac.cen

Abstract: By a series of technical improvements and intensive RF boronization, significant progresses on
the IBW' heating and control of profiles and transport has been obtained since last IAEA meeting. Both on-
axis and off-axis electron heating with global peaked and local steeped electron pressure profile was realized
if the resonant layer is in plasma far from the edge region. Maximum increment of electron temperature
was about 2 keV at power of 200 kW. The heating factor reached 9.4eV x 10' 3 cm-3 /kW. Reduction of
local electron heat transport around resonant layer has been observed. Significant improvement of particle
confinement by a factor of 2-4 with very peaked density profile was obtained if 5/2-deuterium resonant
layer is located at the plasma edge. Global transport and edge poloidal velocity shear can been controlled
by JEW.
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EX/P3-22 . Experimental Evidence for Improved Confinement with Quasisymmetry in HSX

J. N. Talmadge, University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, USA
Contact: talmadge~facstaffwisc. edut

Abstract: We demonstrate, for the first time, that quasisymmetry in an advanced stellarator has distinct
transport advantages over a conventional stellarator during 28 GHz Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) at
the second harmonic. The Helically Symmetric Experiment (HSX) is capable of operating as a quasihelical
stellarator (QHS) and as a conventional stellarator in a configuration called the mirror mode. When the
ECU resonance is located on the low field side of the torus, the stored energy in the QU1S case is higher
than for the minror case due to the improved confinement of trapped particles. Also, decreased breakdown
times, smaller particle fluxes collected by a plate located by the ECU antenna and larger x-ray fluxes for
the QHS mode point to improved particle confinement. We also demonstrate that plasma flow damping is
smaller when the quasisymmetry is present. Characteristic build-up and decay times of the flows are 0.4
msec for the QHS mode compared to 0.15 msec for the mirror configuration. The data are in approximate
agreement with a theoretical model for the flow damping that includes both collisions with neutrals and
viscosity.


